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It knew every signature skill that James had mastered. 

Furthermore, it had much more power than James. 

Soon enough, James was slowed down by the various injuries inflicted on his body. 

He was almost at his limits as he had used up most of his powers. 

Just then, the dark figure materialized before James and swung the sword in its hand toward 

James’ chest heavily. 

James hurriedly held the Chaos Sword up to block its attack. 

Unfortunately, the little strength he had left was not enough to deflect the figure’s powerful 

blow. 

James lost his grip on the sword, and it landed several meters away from its master. 

An overpowering amount of sword energy swept toward James and sliced across his chest the 

next instant. 

The wound was so deep that even parts of James’ bones were revealed. 

Before James could react, the dark figure continued to swing its sword at James, landing vicious 

blow after blow on his body. 

Gasps of horror and shock could be heard among the ladies as they watched James take those 

deadly attacks from the figure. 

All this while, Waleria had been trying her best to hold back from stepping forward to help 

James. 

Since they were dealing with the Heavenly Tribulation, any onlookers who tried to interfere with 

the process would face serious repercussions for their actions. 

However, Waleria’s mind went blank as she saw James getting brutally attacked over and over 

again. 



Her body moved the next instant. 

She teleported toward the tribulation clouds and reappeared in between James and the dark 

figure. 

Waleria raised her palm and blasted a powerful attack at the figure, sending it flying several 

hundred meters away. 

Then, she placed her other palm against James’ chest and channeled her powers into his body to 

heal his injuries. 

At the same time, the shadow-like figure appeared to have gained more powers as its cultivation 

rank was swiftly raised to the Quasi Chaos Rank. 

It teleported back to Waleria’s side and launched an attack at her with its sword. 

Waleria immediately put up a shield to block the attack. 

However, the sword energy penetrated Waleria’s shield and struck her almost instantly, slicing 

the lady’s body into half. 

Waleria’s separated bodies vanished and reemerged somewhere a few steps away. 

Her bodies reconnected, and Waleria appeared to be whole again. 

Then, the lady started generating her powers to prepare for her next attack. 

As her body glowed brightly with a purple light, the image of a purple flower could be seen 

surrounding her form. 

Suddenly, James’ voice rang across the space. 

“Have you lost your mind?!” James teleported toward Waleria and shoved her outward with all 

his might. 

“Do you have a death wish?! This is the Heavenly Tribulation! Get out of here now!” Waleria 

stopped somewhere just outside the area sealed off by the Heavenly Tribulation. 

As she let down her guard, Waleria started coughing up some blood. 



She returned to the airship to treat her injuries at once. 

Waleria had also realized how quickly James was growing stronger. 

‘I could hardly take one attack from that mysterious figure just now. 

That would mean that if James and I were both in the Quasi Chaos Rank, James would be able to 

take me down with just one blow,’ thought Waleria. 

On the other hand, the dark figure’s powers seemed to have dropped to the original level the 

instant Waleria had gotten out of its attack range. 

Meanwhile, James was badly injured and feeling slightly light- headed. 

Still, he knew he couldn’t back down now. 

He summoned the Chaos Sword and tightened his grip on the handle. 

Then, he resumed the battle with the dark figure. 

The fierce and bloody battle between James and the powerful figure lasted for almost a thousand 

years. 
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the skin and muscles on James’ body were mostly gone. 

All that was left of James was his skeleton. 

The ordinary cultivator would not be able to last this long in this condition. 

However, James’ soul had fused into every part of his body, even to the 
deepest parts of his bones. 

As long as the bones remained, James could retain his consciousness and 
continue to fight. 



While James was busy defending himself from the shadow-like figure’s 
attacks, he also had to reserve some of his powers to protect his skeleton 
from being completely destroyed. 

The others could observe countless marks and holes on James’ skeleton. 

All of them bated their breaths as they watched the intense battle between 
James and the figure. 

The dark figure generated several powerful Sonic Sword Energies and blasted 
them in James’ direction. 

Just then, numerous ancient inscriptions appeared before James and grouped 
together to form an intricate pattern. 

The Sonic Sword Energies were absorbed into the pattern and released back 
into space, aiming for the dark figure this time. 

It appeared as though the pattern had deflected the dark figure’s attack. 

Still, the human-like figure managed to dodge James’ attack instantly. 

“That… 

That’s the pattern made by those tribulation clouds!” Waleria exclaimed. 

Wynton heaved a small sigh. 

“I knew James was an exceptional man. 

He managed to recreate the pattern shown in the tribulation clouds. 

Even though his pattern does not carry any other variations, it nonetheless 
possesses immense destructive powers.” AS everyone stared at the sight 
before them in awe, another pattern had materialized right above the dark 
figure. 

Countless inscriptions extended out of the pattern and formed a barrier 
around the figure, holding its target securely in place. 

After that, the pattern generated an attack of the Universal Sword Art right 
away. 



As waves of sword energies rained on the shadow- like figure, the figure was 
eventually crushed and broken down into numerous pieces of inscriptions. 

“Go!” A rough, steely voice reverberated across the Endlos Void in that area 
at that very moment. 

At James’ command, the Chaos Sword flew toward the pattern at the center of 
the tribulation clouds at a high speed. 

As it pierced through the pattern and shattered it, the powers of the Heavenly 
Tribulation began to grow weak. 

The pattern formed by the clouds appeared to fade away little by little as well. 

At long last, the Heavenly Tribulation had ended. 

As things seemed to settle down, James got into a seated position and set up 
a time formation around him. 

From afar, any passersby would see the strange sight of a human skeleton 
staying completely still in a deserted area of the Endlos Void. 

The airship slowly approached where James was and stopped somewhere a 
few meters away. 

Waleria couldn’t hide the excitement in her voice. 

“The Heavenly Tribulation has ended. 

He made it through the Heavenly Tribulation!” “That was so impressive!” 
Wynona had barely recovered from the shock of witnessing the fierce battle. 

“I think Master is the first person who’s able to fight in this condition for so 
long. 

I’ve never heard or read about any similar incidents from our ancient records 
thus far.” Zula added, “James has a bright future ahead of him. 

With time, he will surely grow to become the most powerful cultivator in the 
Endlos’ Nine Districts. 

No other being will be able to trounce James.” Wynton had a pensive 
expression on his face. 



“The patterns that James had demonstrated earlier were fixed, displaying no 
other variations. 

However, those patterns carried powers that had exceeded James’ powers at 
his current cultivation rank.” “If James could fully master the pattern, he would 
even be able to defeat cultivators of the Quasi Chaos Rank.” In this case, 
Wynton was referring to Quasi Chaos Rank cultivators like Lothar, who had 
been training at that rank for an extended amount of time. 

“Well, all that is left for us to do now is wait for James to complete his closed-
door meditation.” Waleria gazed at the skeleton, which was James, with a 
relieved look in her eyes. 

Whilst everyone waited for him on the airship, new tissues and muscles were 
slowly forming on James’ bones. 

 


